Additional Titles to Consider...

Djinn Patrol on the Purple Line - Deepa Anappara - Literary Fiction
New Waves - Kevin Nguyen - Satire
This Won't End Well - Camille Pagan - Domestic Fiction
The Coyotes of Carthage - Steven Wright - Political Fiction
Verge - Lidia Yuknavitch - Short Stories
The Illness Lesson - Clare Beams - Historical Fiction
The Great Unknown - Peg Kingman - Historical Fiction
The King at the Edge of the World - Arthur Phillips - Historical Fiction
Mimi Lee Gets a Clue - Jennifer Chow - Cozy Mystery
Don't Look Down - Hilary Davidson - Crime Novel
Murder at the Capitol - Colleen Gleason - Historical Mystery
Murder at the Mena House - Erica Ruth Neubauer - Historical Mystery
Line of Sight - James Queally - Crime Novel
Eight Perfect Murders - Peter Swanson - Mystery
Mrs. Mohr Goes Missing - Maryla Szymiczkowa - Mystery
Darling Rose Gold - Stephanie Wrobel - Suspense
Wicked Bite - Jeaniene Frost - Paranormal Romance
An Inconvenient Duke - Anna Harrington - Historical Romance
From Alaska With Love - Ally James - Contemporary Romance
Beach Haven - T.I. Lowe - Inspirational Romance
The Two Lives of Lydia Bird - Josie Silver - Contemporary Romance
Providence - Max Barry - Science Fiction
Master Class - Christina Dalcher - Dystopian Thriller
The Return - Rachel Harrison - Horror
House of Earth and Blood - Sarah J. Maas - Fantasy
Woman on the Edge - Samantha Bailey - Domestic Thriller
No Bad Deed - Heather Chavez - Domestic Thriller
Hammer to Fall - John Lawton - Espionage Thriller
Hide Away - Jason Pinter - Police Procedural
Thunder Bay - Douglas Skelton - Suspense Thriller
The Coldest Warrior - Paul Vidich - Espionage Thriller
The Immortals of Tehran - Ali Araghi. Family Saga. “This generations-spanning novel carries one extraordinary family to the brink of the Iranian Revolution - and marks the debut of a literary talent to watch.”

Godshot - Chelsea Bieker. Coming of Age. "Godshot is a book of grit and humor and heart, a debut novel about female friendship and resilience, mother-loss and motherhood, and seeking salvation in unexpected places."

The Girl with the Louding Voice - Abi Dare. General Fiction. "A powerful, emotional debut novel told in the unforgettable voice of a young Nigerian woman who is trapped in a life of servitude but determined to get an education so that she can escape and choose her own future."

Code Name Hélène - Ariel Lawhon. Historical Fiction. "Based on true events featuring an astonishing woman who killed a Nazi with her bare hands and went on to become one of the most decorated women in WWII."

The Socialite - J'nell Ciesielski. Historical Romance. "Glamour, treachery, and espionage collide when an English socialite rushes to save her sister from the Nazis."

To Have and to Hoax - Martha Waters. Historical Romantic Comedy. "In this fresh and hilarious historical rom-com, an estranged couple in Regency England feign accidents and illness in an attempt to gain attention - and maybe just win each other back in the process."

A Pale Light in the Black - K.B. Wagers. Military Science Fiction. "The rollicking first entry in a unique science fiction series that introduces the Near-Earth Orbital Guard – NeoG - a military force patrolling and protecting space inspired by the real-life mission of the U.S. Coast Guard."

Please See Us - Caitlin Mullen. Thriller. "In this sophisticated, suspenseful debut reminiscent of Laura Lippman and Chloe Benjamin, two young women become unlikely friends during one fateful summer in Atlantic City as mysterious disappearances hit dangerously close to home."

Take Me Apart - Sara Sligar. Psychological Thriller. "A young archivist’s obsession with her subject’s mysterious death threatens to destroy her fragile grasp on sanity, in a riveting debut novel of psychological suspense."